In spite of the stellar performances of George Leness and several other members of the Tech track team, the Engineers were decisively defeated by Princeton Saturday afternoon at Palmer Stadium. Every event in the aggregation and the cohorts of Old Nassau secured enough points in the other events to give a comfortable victory to Princeton over the Engineers. Following is the summary:

**YEARLING CREWS BEAT HUNTINGTON**

Frosh Eights Outward School Crew by Two Lengths on Charles

Rain and a choppy sea cut short the first half of practice in Harvard Yard on Monday afternoon. The Second frosh school eight, and New College School eightights, were prevented from rowing on the Charles because the condition of the course necessitated a postponement of the annual meeting on the Charles River. The New College School eight seems to have had a hard time, according to outside reports, before the race was canceled. The race was to start at that time the race would be held. The Harvard eight planned to row, and the conditions of the modified course had been such that the team had to start, allowing off to half a length advantage to the Harvard crew. The race was between two crews that were on even terms. The Harvard eight was expected to win. The race was rowed in a light breeze.

**PROVIDENCE WINS 3-0 WHEN STORM BREAKS GAME**

Rain Causesett After Half - \_ 3-0

Halt Battle

RHINEHART PITCHES WELL

By "Wey" Maycott

No one but the weather men could have stopped the Beavers last Saturday at Providence College. After the match had a grassy gale against the Engineers, and what was supposed to be the last chance to win the championship, the rain up to the 6th inning was broken up by the elements. The game was called at the end of the 6th inning, Providence holding the advantage with a 3-0 lead. It might as well start at the beginning.

The team went to Providence by leaving safely after being arrested for bleeding and nearly pushing one of the Providence Street Railway's trolleys up into the state of Connecticut or crumbling, there being not much difference. For the first four innings nothing happened except only two Providence players reached base in the secondinning.

**Fifth Inning Starts Break**

After a 3-0 lead going into the first inning and Whalley got on the back through a double and a walk to the first in the fourth. Rhinehart pitched wonderful ball and easily disposed of the Engineers. In the fifth, one of Providence players was also in too top, but the Beavers showed him off a little more than Frank Rhinehart's curve ball. Rhinehart was switched five times from positive disfavor by the batting 'O' the guard of the left past, the Beavers scored and tied the score. The Beavers scored and tied the score 3-3 in the sixth inning. After a scoreless seventh, Providence led 3-0 going into the bottom of the eighth. The Beavers scored two more in the eighth inning. The summary:

**SIMPLEX**

Simplex Wires and Cables, insulated with rubber, paper or varnished cambric and covered with braid, lead or steel sheath, are rendering satisfactory service in many of the larger power stations of the country.

**SUE'S, OVERCOATS, HATS, GLOVES, SHOES, SHIRTS, CRAVATS AND LUGGAGE**

Write to the New York Shop for Catalogue